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Recently, “extreme weather events” such as strong hurricanes, gigantic hoses, unexpected rains
and furious floods seen with sudden and abnormal decreasing or increasing temperatures have
been reported more frequently at lots of places in the world.
There have been such forecasts as the events seen also in our country will increase day by day in
a global scale and there will be serious droughts. Some of politicians and scientists have been
thinking that raising greenhouse gas emissions are the reason of these abnormal climate
changes; and others have believing that this situation has been exaggerated because of different
reasons.
Independent sources who defend that the reason of important amount of extreme weather
events faced in recent times is not natural factors, but its reason is “Weather Modification”
technology studied on by especially the USA, then EU, Russia and China; have been expressing
that lots of country, who haven’t this technology yet, have been exposed to the climate battle.
At 2011, Mahmud Ahmedinejad, the President of Iran, accused EU about using this technology
and stealing the rain of Iran.
The most important component of this technology, which is also described as the expression
“Climate Modification Technology” and is used as a kind of electronic weapon system, is
ionosphere heaters that can direct Hertzian waves with high energy to the layers of ionosphere
and atmosphere. Stable or portable facilities (established in ships) are the point here.
The most forward one among the ground stations is the institution in Gakona, Alaska, the USA;
whose close was declared right after the reaction it had got, and which makes “scientific” studies
called as HAARP (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Program). It has been claimed that this
kind of institutions have been active more than a dozen place in the world including also
Norway, Germany, Peru, Russia, Antarctica and Cyprus.

Climate Modification Technology has been applied also in exceptional areas of weather
modification. Some of them are to interfere satellite communication by creating effects on
ionosphere surrounding the world; to deactivate basilisk missiles; to establish submarine
communication by using highly low-frequency waves (vlf/elf); to define shelters and mineral
sources under the ground; to create artificial earthquakes; and to set up a massive mind control
with waves on the human brain frequency.
The studies related with climate modification have been relied on highly old times. It has been
known that the USA successively extended the process of the monsoon rains during the Vietnam
War (Project Popeye). These studies began as rain insemination were forbidden with
international agreements fifty years ago, depending on the raison of creating an opportunity to
use climate as a fighting vehicle.
After the disintegration of USSR, Russian electromagnetic technology has become easily
accessible. The Soviet scientist, Dr. Lev Pokhmelnykh founded a company who was providing
100% guaranteed climate modification service in the beginning of 90s; and he claimed that if its
cost was paid, he could provide a sunny day for the wedding day of his customers; he could ruin
the open-air party of an enemy of his costumers; he could stop the storm and he could create a
wind that can clear off the air pollution on the Los Angeles. Moreover, he also claimed that
creating hurricanes, rains, floods, hails, fogs, sandstorms, air pollutions, acid rains were among
his services. The people, who witnessed that the company created a rain after a 17 years interval
in Mexico City in 1996; expressed that the rain machine of Pokhmelnykh was a kind of antenna
which was speeding up the condensation and cloud forming by creating an electric space in
atmosphere. Other proof of using readily this technology is Chinese government who expressed
obviously that they prevented rain during the Olympics with climate modification technology.
It is clearly understood that one of the completive parts of technology has been chemicals
(chemtrails) sprayed on stratosphere by planes. It is claimed that these chemicals have provided
the contribution on forming, dispersing and dispatching clouds by the help of ionosphere
heaters increasing the conductivity of atmosphere; so on keeping under control of rain and
forming extreme atmosphere events. Air, which has been polluted with chemicals that contain
lots of toxic ingredients such as especially Aluminum, then Barium and Strontium, has given
beyond retrieve harms to the health of society, water sources and soil as a neurotoxic and
endocrinal disruptor effect.
It has been evaluating that the toxic air breathed long time by people has been the reason of
some illnesses, which have recently increased. People, who know nothing about this subject, has

supposed that as a normal air pollution. In fact, it has been pointed out that these chemicals are
the factors which harm the ozone layer; and harmful Ultraviolet B rays have continuously
increased.
Even if the authorities have been usually claiming that marks right after the plane crosses, which
don’t disappear for a long time, aren’t marks belonged to the chemicals but its reason is normal
contrail from the engines of jet planes and these rumors are just conspiracy theories; there have
been proofs about the spraying from the planes by countless recorded videos.
In addition, it has been expressed that it is encountered with the components of aluminum,
barium and strontium hundreds, thousands times over its normal level during the analysis of
rain water, lake water, air and soil samples right after the spraying from all over the world. In
general, it is believed that this is a hidden military project maintained throughout the world.
After individual observations which have been made for nearly one year in the European side of
Istanbul; it is possible to think as Turkey will also be exposed to this operation/attack. Flights,
which are doubtful about the spraying, have been seen in the direction of southnorth/northwest in general. These flights have been evaluated as they have possibility about not
being a civil flight because they can’t be seen in online civil aviation radar sites. Flights have
generally begun to be seemed when meteorology forecasts rain just after a few days; it’s like
there has been spraying by the aim of gaining the data; and in the forward days, the smoke that
frequent flights have caused begins to spread to the whole sky and forms a foggy, hazy sky. The
clouds right after that don’t produce rain in general. When the satellite images that show the
movements of clouds and lighting places are analyzed; there has been a thought like clouds have
been moving/moved against Turkey. Unfortunately, these ones are just amateur observations
and they have necessity to be proved with a technical and scientific study.
And after all, people, who claims that the world temperature has increased because of the
climate change based on human, has been trying to create a public in the direction of the
presence of “geoengineering” solutions application by essaying the perception management
with the claim that there will be an irreversible process if there won’t be taken any precaution.
It has a sense that first of the suggested solutions about this subject has been SRM (Solar
Radiation Management) Project which is based on decreasing and freezing the radiations that
have reached to the sphere after the sun lights have been reflected by the spraying chemicals to
the upper layers of atmosphere. Even if it is obvious that it will cause globally poisoning the air
we breathed; we observe that some famous scientists can defend it.

Geoengineering and climate modification applications done in anywhere of the world have
inevitably cross-border effects because of the active space of atmosphere/ionosphere.
It is also seen that people who are aware of the truth has been trying to make accept an
argument that seems reasonable as “countries don’t interfere the atmosphere independently
and individually; and after the countries establish an international bodywork, it can decide to
interfere and apply when it’s necessary”. If this offer is accepted by the nations, that shouldn’t
be underestimated that these countries can legally capture the atmosphere of the world and can
do everything they want; in the other words, they will have a possibility to create a legal
infrastructure to what they have been doing today as a secret.
In this context, some points should be carefully evaluated such as; what climate change and air
quality coordination council and other councils, which can be possible seen as a local part of
such kind of structure, can serve; what kind of authorities can be given to what kind of persons;
and the studies that they are planning to do. So, the approaches of the President of the USA
should be analyzed very well.
If the claims are true, it means that lots of country and humanity is under a very serious threat.
Moreover, it has been thought that there can be taken serious steps about this subject. Although
the media, the mainstream in the West, hasn’t examined the “naturally” events in this way so
much; we can find lots of independent source about these subjects on internet.
What else can be necessary to receive any country whose water has been highly decreased
because of inadequate rain for a few years; whose cities have faced with serious harms because
of the earthquakes done by vlf/elf technology; whose reserved waters have become
unreachable by squeezing to the deep places because of the cracks formed on the layers that
have been keeping the water sources in the surface and underground? There shouldn’t ignored
the possibility that the Water Wars, which are expected to be happened in the near future,
won’t be because of the water sources in surface but because of the water sources on sky.
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